
NEXT-GENERATION
NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
SOLUTIONS



NFWare develops the world’s fastest virtualized packet 
processing technology for Service Providers and Data 
Centers which processes traffic at the speed of 
hardware, while running on standard x86 servers.

We help companies significantly reduce the costs of 
building network infrastructure while increasing 
productivity – essential components in a today 
dynamically changing digital world.

NFWare
Next-generation networking solutions

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
FOR CLOUD, EDGE AND 5G

«TOP-50 of the world's 
most prominent vendors»

«The leading 
VNF vendor»

«HOT Telco 
Innovator 2017»



Why It’s Different

Seamless NFVI integration

Ultimate Performance Flexibility and Scalability

Best in class TCO

NFWare invented a new and revolutionary approach to process 
traffic by utilizing parallel processing in multi-core x86 environment. 

We have designed it from Day One specifically for cloud and 
virtualized environments. 

It’s a carrier-grade reliable technology which provides
hardware-like performance and software-like flexibility.



Technology Overview
Multicore-Network Stack

NFWare’s Multicore Network Stack® patented technology based on innovative multi-core fast packet 
processing approach provides low-latency and high-performance capabilities equal to hardware based 
on FPGA and ASIC.

NFWare developed a new concept for packet processing called 
NFWare Multicore Network Stack®. This technology enables 
the creation of virtualized network software which can 
effectively scale in performance.

Our technology is a combination of:
• multi-layer packet processing via graph of CPU cores,
• efficient resources utilization (memory, NIC access, etc) and
• sophisticated multicore CPU computation algorithms.



NFWare Solutions

Virtual Load Balancer
For enterprises, data centers and service providers. 

A fully software Load Balancer solution designed to improve 
network performance and to prevent DDoS-attacks. This is 
the fastest software-based LB exist on the market. 

For telecom operators and service providers.

A high-performance solution that solves the 
IP-address shortage problem, distributing one 
IP-address between several subscribers.

Virtual NAT / Firewall



NFWare vCGNAT/Firewall
High-performance virtual IP address translation solution

NFWare vCGNAT allows operators to extend the use of the IPv4 
address space, serving a growing number of concurrent 
connections, and facilitating a smooth migration to IPv6 addressing.

Up to 240 Gbps

Ultimate Performance

No excess capacity and 
no excess cost of licensing

Flexible pay-as-you-go
Reduced time-to-market thanks 
to instant scalability 

Flexibility and Scalability

Flexible integration with the 
latest industry standards

NFVi integration

Virtual 
Carrier 
Grade NAT



NFWare vLoadBalancer
Designed to maximize availability and performance of network applications 

The NFWare vLoad Balancer is a virtual appliance that 
improves network performance and safety. In addition to 
Layer 4 based load balancing, it also provides DDoS 
mitigation capabilities for enhancing network availability

Ultimate 
Performance

Security Lower 
TCO

Virtual 
Load Balancer

Up to 40M PPS 
per VM

Up to 200 times better 
resources utility

Industry leading DDoS 
protection algorithms



Tier-1 CSP 
3.8 Tbps, 8 cities – Fixed and Mobile networks

Tier-1 CSP
800 Tbps, 4 cities - 200 Gbps at each one

Some other clients, including:
Tier-1 CSP in India, Tinkoff Mobile, 
Netomnia UK, FSM Telecom, Vallecas
Telecom, Air2Bite, Palau Net, Kvant
Telecom, Maglan, CPM and more.

Worldwide Deployments



Why NFWare?

Modern, innovative, fresh and technically 
advanced fully virtualized product line

Rapid and flexible scaling in response to 
traffic growth on customer demand

The optimal cost of network functions 
depending on the real business needs
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